
FB-111 EWO Memories.  Russell Steele - Harlingen 61-06.  

This saga is about how an Electronics Warfare Officer (EWO) became Chief of the 

FB-111 Category III Test and Evaluation Team, the adventures that led up to that 

assignment and the challenges encountered by the Strategic Air Command’s first 

digital bomber undergoing Cat III Testing in the 1970s.  

!  

Background      

My first operational assignment was the 42nd Bomb Wing at Loring AFB, Maine 

in 1962. By1965 I was the youngest member of S-77 assigned to the Wing 

Standardization Board. In 1966 the Wing was being split up, one of the two 

squadrons was going to Plattsburgh AFB.  I had volunteered to transfer to 

Plattsburgh AFB with my pilot, Major Don Mahrt.   



However, when the orders came down I was transferred to Castle AFB, 93rd Bomb 

Wing, which was the Strategic Air Command’s primary B-52 training organization. 

It was an unexpected but welcome assignment, being a native of California, plus 

Ellen my wife and I had had enough snow and cold for a while.  Initially, I was 

assigned to a 328th Bomb Squadron combat training crew, but within six months 

of my arrival I became the 93rd Bomb Wing Assistant Pen Aids Officer. How that 

happened so quickly is another story.  

After two years at Castle, I wanted to get my combat tour out of the way and 

volunteered to join the planning staff at U-Tapao in Thailand, but my request was 

denied. “We have other plans,” said Headquarters at Offutt AFB, in Nebraska, 

without any explanation. I was not happy with the evasive answers.   It was weeks 

later that the 93rd Director of Operations, Col Ken Green invited me into his office 

and welcomed me to the 340th Combat Training Group at Carswell AFB, which 

had been assigned the responsibility for training FB-111 combat crews. Col Green 

was to be the Vice Group Commander. I was flabbergasted, yet excited to be in on 

the ground floor operations of SAC’s first digital bomber.  

FB-111 Training Days 

In a few months, my wife, two young daughters and I were headed to Fort Worth 

Texas and Carswell AFB, arriving in the Fall of 1968.  The base was just across the 

runway from the General Dynamics Plant, which was building the Tactical Air 

Command’s F-111 Fighter Bombers, and it would soon be rolling out the first 

Strategic Air Command FB-111A for the Training Squadron.   



The F-111 was the first Air Force swing-wing aircraft. Wings forward for takeoff, 

landing and low level cruise. Wings swept back and two after burning engines for 

Mach 2 high-speed flight, which was not part of the SAC mission profile. The crew 

consisted of a pilot and a navigator sitting side-by-side in a cockpit that was an 

emergency escape module. The Mark II Avionics package was the most advanced 

system available in the 1960s.  

Things around the 340th Group Headquarters were relatively routine for a new 

unit, one supply and training challenge after another.  This was SAC’s first two seat 

aircraft that could follow the nap of the earth at 200 feet and the Generals at HQ 

SAC, who were setting the mission standards, who’s last operational flight had 

been in the cockpit of a B-47.  The Generals wanted us to fly the FB-111, equipped 

with  Short Range Attack Missiles (SRAM), like a B-47 loaded with gravity 

bombs, not too close to the ground.  

My assistant, Captain Hugh Horton, arrived from Beale AFB and we set about 

figuring how to train a two man crew, left seat pilot and right seat radar operator, in 

the art of electronic warfare.  The counter measure suite included the ALQ-94, 

jammer, which combined pulse mode and CW deception and noise jammer with 

three subsystems covering low (E/F), mid (G/H) and high (I/J) bands.  Other 

counter measures included an ALE-28 chaff and flare dispenser. Receivers 

included an ALR-41 Radar Homing and Warning System (later the ALR-62)  and 

the AAR-34 Infra-Red Receiving Set, completing the EW suite. 

 We realized it was going to be challenge, as we were not going to be checked out 

in the FB-111. It is hard to speak with authority, when you have not been there and 

done that.  Especially, when the Radar Bomb Scoring sites were not capable of 



activating the onboard ECM suite of receivers and transmitters. Crews were 

forbidden to even turn on the ALQ-94. And, as it turned out the Flight Simulators 

were not configured to portray the Soviet threat environment.  

All that said, we recognized that the best ECM device on the FB-111 was the 

APQ-134 terrain following radar.  FB-111's automatic terrain-following radar 

system flew the craft at a constant set altitude following the Earth's contours to 

avoid detection by radar.  However, should any of the system's circuits fail, the 

aircraft would automatically climb, into a more hostile environment, where the 

ECM suite could come in to play.  

FB-111A Stand Down Opportunities  

The 340th Group’s minor challenges soon became major challenges when the 

cracks started to appear in the swing wing attachment points in the F-111’s flying 

at Nellis AFB.  FB-111 pilots were being checked out at Nellis AFB by Tactical Air 

Command F-111 Training Unit.  These cracks were first discovered in 1968 during 

ground fatigue tests, and then in 1969 when the TAC’s 15th F-111 crashed.  All 

F-111s, including the FB-111s, were grounded until a fix could be found for the 

wing box on 22 December 1969.  An unexpected and unwanted Christmas present 

for the 340th.  

While the nine month grounding presented some training challenge, it also opened 

the door to some unexpected opportunities. The original plan was for the right seat 

navigators to attend FB-111A ground training at Mather AFB in Sacramento 

California.  With the aircraft grounded,  it was decided to move the Air Training 

Command instructors to Carswell AFB in Texas on temporary duty, saving travel 



costs.  Hugh and I sat in on all the classes, passed all the exams, and received our 

FB-111A Air Training Command Ground Training Certificates, which we coveted 

with great pride.  

When not in class, Hugh and I built a huge file of classified documents describing 

the electronics threat to the FB-111 that filled two four-drawer safes. Hugh was  

really smart, curious, competitive and a very intense chain smoker. He studied the 

electronic threat and could cite statistics from memory. One day deep into a new 

Foreign Technology Division report on the Soviet SA-3, he caught the sleeve of his 

blue wool shirt on fire with his cigarette.  He was totally unaware he was on fire 

until I emptied my coffee cup on his sleeve. His technical knowledge and intense 

ability to concentrate  would show up later in some unanticipated 

accomplishments.    

 The Cockpit Challenge 

Once the wing boxes were fixed and training flights resumed, Hugh and I started 

plotting how we could get checked out in the FB-111. We had been getting our 

flight time in C-47s, CH-53s and T-29s. We first made our case with the Director of 

Operations Col Parker and finally the Group Commander Col Green,  that we 

would be better instructors and have more credibility if we were flight qualified.  

We had all the ground training including some simulator time.  

We were eventually given permission to ask Second Air Force for approval. They 

craftily replied it was a great idea, but there were no openings in the Mather AFB 

ground training classes schedule for at least three years.  We would just have to 

wait for our ground training before we could be checked out to fly.  We replied that 



our ground training was complete and we had our Air Training Command 

Certificates as proof.  Permission was reluctantly granted, if we did not take away 

from the combat crew training resources. We were crewed up with staff pilots, who 

needed to remain qualified.  My assigned pilot was Lt/Col Don Mahrt, my former 

B-52 pilot at Loring AFB in Maine.   

The crew members selected for the assignment to the 340th Bomb Group and 

4007th  Combat Crew Training Squadron were the best that SAC had to offer. As 

the wings were formed these elite members were to become the wing staff as the 

six planned combat wings were formed.  It was a competitive group, especially in 

the Bomb/Nav shop.  It was with great pride they posted their bombing scores with 

the new Mark II computer aided bombing system. Dreams of winning future 

bombing competitions were often discussed in the hall ways and at the Officers 

Club.  

Adapting to a Digital Reality 

All the assigned Navigators had great expectations for the digital controlled 

bombing and navigation computers equipped with Kalman filters, clever software 

math with the ability to fuse multiple sensor readings, taking advantage of their 

individual strengths, while canceling system noise. Coupled with a high resolution 

radar with a crisp digital display the radar offset points were not longer fuzzy blobs 

on a CRT screen. A huge improvement over the B-47 and B-52 analog bombing 

systems crews had been using.  However, there was a hidden problem in this 

transition from analog to digital systems. 



I was told that analog systems were more accurate when more data was integrated 

into the analog computers. This was a technique called “stirring the pot.” 

Constantly moving the cross hairs on the offset points. On the other hand, the 

digital computers with their Kalman filter performed best when the navigator 

identified the target, placed the cross hairs in the correct corner of an offset point 

and let the computer do the stirring.    

Hugh Horton had never been a bomb chucker and did not know about “stirring the 

pot.”  He studied the pre-mission target simulations and once on the Radar Bomb 

Scoring range he placed the cross hairs on the offsets and let the bombing 

computer do it’s job.  On his first training mission he came back with a “shack”, a 

perfect score, zero-zero.  

Luck, they said down in the Bomb/Nav shop. On his second training mission he 

came back with two “shacks.” There was a lot of head scratching down in the 

Bomb/Nav shop. Some of the elite bomb chucker’s in the shop had yet to get a 

“shack” and they were being shown up by one of those weird EWOs. I should 

point out in my 100 plus hours in the FB-111 I never got a shack, just a few 200 

footers.  I did not spend as much time in target study as most right seaters, 

including Hugh.  My focus was elsewhere. 

More Digital Challenges 

The FB-111 was experiencing computer problems. The cockpit navigation display 

was a set of digital dials, showing the aircraft’s latitude and longitude.  See Figure 

1.   For an unknown reason both the Inertial Navigation System (INS) and the 

bombing computers would just freeze up and stop working. There was one analog 



to digital converter board that fed both computers analog sensor data from the 

other aircraft systems, air temperatures, airspeed, angle of attack, etc.   

The computers had a number of self-protection software routines that were on the 

look out for data corruption from the Converter Multiplexer Box.  The INS 

computer was on one side of the aircraft, the bombing computer on the other, with 

a cable connecting them. Something was corrupting the data between the two 

computers and they just shut down, going to safe mode, and the crew had to resort 

to using the old fashion DR navigation methods, with a little assist from the 

TACAN on training missions.   

I played a small role in the discovery of the solution to this problem.  On a crew-

training mission in Texas, my pilot and I were the second aircraft in a loose two-

ship formation when the lead aircraft entered one of the puffy white clouds, with 

dark gray undersides, that dotted the Texas sky in the summer time. “Lost our 

computer,” said the lead over the radio. Well, actually he said something about 

parts of the human anatomy facing upward, but this publication may be read by all 

ages.  Seconds later,  the nose of our aircraft entered the same cloud, and the 

position counters froze-up, the computers were dead.  Something in that cloud 

caused both failures.  But, what? 

  

 I was aware that antennas and aircraft parts can collect electrical current in-flight. 

One night in a B-52G over northern Canada, with St. Elmo’s fire lighting up the 

cockpit, a glowing ball of energy jumped out of an antenna cable I had just 

disconnected to discharge the energy.   After an eye popping short stay, the ball of 

energy exited out the tail gunner’s radar circuit breaker panel in a puff of smoke.  

We had ball lighting in the cockpit. Only the gunner who saw the lightning 



believed my story, and I set about studying atmospheric electricity in my spare 

time on alert, and how to keep it from screwing up the radar warming receivers.   

The navigation system failures renewed my interest in atmospheric energy. I 

discovered collapsing ice particles, tightly packed isobars in the jet stream, ionized 

air, and charged clouds can generate electrical energy.  My initial thought was the 

disconnected ALQ-94 antennas, black boxes not yet installed, were collecting and 

discharging energy in the avionics bay.  General Dynamic engineers testing with 

heat sensitive paper and a Van de Graaff generator proved to be negative. 

However, the static theory had some merit, and testing continued on other 

components. It was discovered that the static charge was traveling down the pitot-

static boom, and jumping to the cable connecting the bomb and navigation 

computers. The final fix was to reroute the INS to Bomb computer cable in the 

avionics bay, and put diodes in the connector pins to bleed off any static pulses.  

More on this stray energy and it consequences later in my saga.  

Test and Evaluation Discovery 

In our continuing quest for enemy threat intelligence that could have an impact on 

combat operations, Hugh and I tapped into every possible technical library and 

intelligence source. One day a slender classified Secret document came in the 

package that was not a threat document. It was a classified directive to form a 

Category III Test and Evaluation Team at Pease AFB, the first operational unit, the 

509th Bomb Wing.   



This Category III Test and Evaluation Team was to be a temporary organization, 

with a 120 day mission to evaluate the FB-111s performance over 1000 flying 

hours, including low level flight at 500 to 750 feet above the ground.  The FB-111 

was to be the first Strategic Air Command aircraft to undergo Category III Testing.  

Category I testing was designed to prove the weapon system concept. Category II 

proved the weapon system’s performance. However, both Category I and II tests 

were Systems Command responsibilities, and accomplished with highly trained 

test pilots, with maintenance support from the manufacturer.  After previous fielded 

weapon systems had failed to measure up to Category II performance, HQ Air 

Force had mandated Category III Testing. These tests were devised to prove the 

weapon system could meet combat expectations when assigned to an operating 

wing, flown by operational crews, maintained by assigned ground crews.  

According to the test plan, the Test Team was “. . . to evaluate the FB-111A 

weapon system’s capability, reliability, and maintainability on training missions, 

alert, satellite and dispersal operations. Other goals. . . including evaluation of 

logistics support, training programs, and adequacy of personnel skills, adequacy of 

technical data, life support activities and systems reliability/maintainability.”  

Col Moore was now the Wing Commander at Pease AFB and Col Parker was to be 

the Vice Commander of the 509th.  I assisted in the acceptance testing of the first 

fully operational FB-111 Flight Simulators at Pease AFB.  It had a major issue with 

the enemy threat simulation of “track while scan” radars and was going to require a 

major modification. The simulated “ track while scan” was based on the F-106 

rotating beam, not the Soviet SA-2, two beam scan.  I had been throughly 

questioned before reporting this finding back through command channels. Col 



Parker did not want some EWO screwing up the acceptance of SACs first fully 

operational flight simulator.  

I had been notified of a pending assignment to Pease AFB as the 509th Wing 

Defensive Systems Officer.  According to the Test Directive Wing Vice 

Commander was to be responsible for the Cat III Test. I made an appointment and 

asked Col Parker about the Cat III Test and Evaluation Team, and who was going 

to lead the team.  He was totally unaware of the Cat III Testing requirement.  That 

very evening there was a reception for General Steffis, Commander of  817th Air 

Division at Pease AFB, and Col Parker suggested we ask him, and Col Moore who 

was traveling with the General, about the Cat III  Test requirements at the 

reception.  

General Steffis was surprised by my recount of the classified document. He had not 

heard of the requirement, and requested Col Parker and I come to his VOQ room at 

8:30 the next morning with more details. When we left the meeting several hours 

later, Col Parker was the Cat III Test and Evaluation Team Commander, as called 

out in the implementation plan, and I was appointed the Test Team Chief,  

responsible for all the planning and execution of the Cat III Team.  As General 

Steffis said, “You know more about this Cat III than anyone, you are our best 

choice to run the show.”   Or, something close to that. I was excited and fearful at 

the same time, this was to be the first ever Cat III Test and Evaluation Team in the 

Strategic Air Command. There was no precedence to follow, it was all new 

territory.  



And interesting territory it became when test results forecast a major weapons 

failure, resulting in the formation of the 4201st Test Squadron reporting directly to 

SAC’s Director of Operations  But, I am getting ahead of my story.  

My first nine months at Pease focused on building the Test Team.  In addition to 

dedicated flight crews we needed data collection and analysis expertise, a team of 

maintenance data collectors, and some computer programers.  And I wanted our 

own computing resources.  I managed to procure an HP 9830A series programable 

calculator with a plotter, and tape drive.  It was programable in Basic and it gave 

the enegineers and analysts their own number crunching machine.  We also had 

access to the base computing resources, if we punched our own card decks.  The 

Test Team had been assigned an unused B-52 FTD training building as temporary 

quarters.  My office was in one of the classrooms, a huge cavern of a place with an 

echo. 

 It started out as a small team, including a captain and master sergeant on loan from 

the maintenance squadron, two clerks from operations, two enlisted TDY 

computer-programming technicians, and two commissioned operational analysts 

on temporary duty from other Air Force units.  Six crews were designated to 

support the Test Force, 2 each rated Ready, Experienced and Senior.  They were 

regular crews, but would recieve additional briefings on the test objectives of each 

mission, and participate in Cat III debriefings following the flight. 

It Was All in the Numbers 

The test program was officially launched on 1 October, 1971 and it was to be 

completed in 120 days and 1,000 flight hours. However, thirty days into the Test 



Program the senior analyst, Major Greathouse knocked on my door, entered and 

dropped a pile of HP 9830A printouts on my desk. 

“Major, we need an appointment with the Wing Commander, the 509th is going to 

flunk their first Operational Readiness Inspection (ORI)”. 

“What are you talking about,” I asked. “The wing will not be combat ready until 

the it passes an ORI!”   “It’s all in the numbers,” Greathouse said, shoving the 

printouts across the desk.  

  

Out on the ramp six FB-111s were on alert, shielded from the weather in open-

ended Quonset huts; they were allergic to snow and ice, as the de-icing fluid was 

known to turn the wing pivot bearing sleeves into a sticky goop.  In the alert shack 

crews waited for the Claxton horn, knowing an ORI was due, so the 509th Bomb 

Wing could be declared operational ready.    

With the Test Team assembled earlier in 1971 we started  collecting and validating 

maintenance data for several weeks prior to our official start date of 1 October,

1971.   The team crosschecked the aircrew’s write-ups against reported 

maintenance actions on the aircraft. We were startled by the error rate in the data 

near 40 percent, mostly from coding errors when ground crews reported the wrong 

maintenance code, or an IBM card was keypunched wrong.  For example, I 

remember one of my proficiency flights,  a  small cracked appeared in one of he 

multiple layers in the left corner of the windscreen.  

At post filght debreifing we filled out the forms, noting the crack.  The ground 

crews replaced the windscreen. However, it  was recorded as “cleaned and wiped 



the windscreen.”  The code should have been “replaced windscreen.”   Ground 

crews were soon giving our enlisted data collection monitors one finger salutes.  

They were not happy about some one looking over their shoulders day and night.  

By October the team had reduced the maintenance data errors, not to zero, but 

good enough to see the operational life of the analog to converter boards in the 

Mark II Converter Multiplexer Box was measured in hours – a little more than 

four. The design mean time to failure was 1500 hours, the spares buy was based on 

91 hours and average flight hours was 17, but our number were four.  

By the analyst's numbers, on a seven hour simulated combat mission, half of the 

aircraft would not reach their first target with a functioning bomb/navigation 

system.  In addition, only half of the aircraft had received the cable modifications 

to bleed off any stray static discharges.  A snowstorm in the low level bombing 

route could put the FB’s at increased risk.  

It was a week before the Wing Commander, Col Moore, reluctantly took our 

briefing. He listened with raised eyebrows, as if we were asking him to join the flat 

earth society. “I don’t believe one word of this BS,” he said. “Take your fortune 

tellers and get out of my office.”  News of our presentation spread, and all the 

aircrews took umbrage that Cat III Test Team had questioned their ability to pass 

the pending readiness inspection. We took some flack for standing by our 

equipment failure numbers.   

The ORI Validates Cat III Numbers. 



The ORI evaluation team landed in mid November.  The base entered simulated 

war mode and prepared to launch all thirty-four (34) assigned aircraft, only about 

half had been modified to deal with the static discharge problem.  The sky was 

clear, with no weather fronts, except for some surface winds. With no storms 

forecast on the low level route a Cat III Test Team office pool was started, betting 

on the number of aircraft to reach their first target.  I did not participate, hoping 

that the numbers we had crunched on the our HP 9830A desktop calculator were 

wrong.   

My hopes were dashed when only seventeen made it to the target, some did not 

even make it to the low-level entry point.  The analog to digital boards failed as we 

had predicted. Those that did not experience analog to digital board failures 

encountered high winds blowing snow on the low level route causing bomb/nav 

system failures in aircraft that had not been modified.  Those collapsing ice-

crystals in the blowing snow packed quite a punch. 

Aircraft aborted the low level route for safety when the bomb/nav system failed. 

One FB-111 landed at a county airport after the crew lost both their ability to 

navigate, and their air-to-ground radios.  The County airport was closed, with only 

a pay-phone outside the office. The crew did not have enough change to call the 

Command Post, and the telephone operators on the base switch board would not 

accept a collect call.  So the air crew used the two dimes between them to call the 

county sheriff, who reported the crew’s location to the Command Post.  “I‘ve got 

some of your boys down here,” he said. 



The ORI was a disaster for the 509th Bomb Wing and the reputation of SAC’s 

newest bomber. The FB-111 was already controversial, and this failure emboldened 

it’s critics. In December 1965, Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara had chosen 

the General Dynamics FB-111 over the Air Force’s desire for a real bomber, the 

Advanced Manned Strategic Aircraft to replace the Convair B-58 and aging Boeing 

B52Cs Ds, and Fs. 

From Fortune Tellers to Saviors 

Overnight the Cat III Test Team went from fortune tellers to saviors.  The Wing 

Commander, Col Moore, took the position that since Cat III Test Team knew the 

bomb wing would fail, the ORI should not count. I was “invited” first to 2nd Air 

Force, then Headquarters Strategic Air Command, and eventually the Pentagon, to 

explain how the Cat III Test Team knew the ORI outcome before the aircraft were 

launched.  For three weeks I came home on Friday’s for a few kisses from my wife 

and three daughters, packed some clean uniforms and left again on Sunday 

afternoons for more briefings on how we arrived at our failure numbers. I saw 

more Generals’ stars in those three weeks of briefings than in all my previous ten 

years of commissioned service.  

The 2nd Air Force Commander requested Headquarters Strategic Air Command to 

convene a Weapon Systems Conference  “to identify causes and to determine 

solutions to the FB-111A avionics and crew training problems.”  As a result, the 

Cat III Team’s mission was expanded to “begin testing immediately on the total 

INS performance and reliability, major sub-component performance and reliability, 

and all weather operations with and without the filter pin modification.”  



An Operating Location was established at Pease AFB. More TDY programmers 

and analysts were assigned to the OL with additional support on temporary duty 

from Headquarters SAC.  “Spies,” declared one of my trusted programmers. We 

became a highly visible operation, reporting monthly to the Headquarters SAC 

Director of Operations.  

Sensing opportunity, some of the pilots started lobbying for my job. What was a 

“navigator” doing running an aircraft test? That’s a pilots job! I managed to hang 

on to my job until the summer of 1972, when I was selected to attend Air 

Command and Staff College.  

Some of interesting findings discovered during my tenure as the Cat III Test Team 

Chief  are ourlined below:  

1. The Goats Nuts 

One mystery was why more of the simulated bombs on the radar scoring range fell 

short and left of the target. See Figure 2. It was finally concluded that the right seat 

naviator sat short and left of the bombing systems tracking handle which the crews 

called the “goats nuts”.  See Figure 3.  The tracking handle was attached to the 

underside to the right side dash board and hung down like goat testicles, with the 

“pickle switch” on the left side.  The navigator grasped the handle with the stock 

between their middle two fingers, with the thumb hovering over the “pickle 

switch” to release the selected weapon, or on training missions cut the radio tone 

indicating the radar bomb scoring site the weapon had been released. It was 

determined, that navigators were involuntary dragging the tracking handle toward 



them, as they pressed the switch, having completed the bomb run. Alerting the 

crews to the problem was a partial cure, future missions showed an improvement.  

2. Cleaning Disaster  

The mission data had to be programed in to the navigation and bombing systems 

by the infamous AGRED 6660 using a one inch wide black paper tape with holes 

punched in the paper to represent the digital data. Missions were key punched and 

then sent to the Maintenance Avionic Squadron. The AGERD 6660 consisted of a 

Electronic Engineering Tape Readers, Tally Tape Punch, Tele-typewriter, and 

ARMA Micro 8K computer with a core memory system. The mission data was 

loaded into the Microprocessor, stored in the core memory and then punched on to 

paper tape for loading into the aircraft computers.   About every third day the 

ARMA Micro 8K computer lost it’s mind.  The mission information was being 

scrambled. Major Greathouse decided to camp out in the computer room on the 

days of the week when it was most likely to happen. It did not take more than one 

night to solve the problem. 

Right after midnight, a young Airman appeared and started cleaning the hallway, 

he would sweep the floor, pour on some wax, spread it with a mop and then fired 

up a huge buffer to bring back the shine his supervisor like to see when he came in 

each morning. As the analyst observed this operation, the Airman was letting the 

buffer bang against the wall. On the other side of the wall was the mission loading 

computer with it’s core memories. This banging and vibration caused a memory 

drop out in the computer.  I could write a whole article about the AGERD 6660, 

from loose chads, missing documentation, to tele-typewriters that never worked 

properly.  Mission critical components with a huge quality control problem. 



3. Phantom Avionics Failure  

The digital systems on the aircraft required digital test stations that were designed 

to give a pass fail diagnostic, that has some problems of it’s own.  Black boxes that 

failed were sent to the McClellan AFB Depot for repair, there was no established 

local repair capability for these digital systems.   This created a problem, as the 

service supply chain soon filled with boxes sent to the Depot that were found to be 

fully functional upon arrival.  One of the CAT III analysts spotted the supply chain 

problem, declaring there were too many boxes going out and not enough coming 

in, or were on the shelf.  Boxes were being returned from the Depot tagged with 

“could not reproduce the reported problem” code.   

The problem turned out to be a communication issue.  The digital systems, and the 

analog systems through the converter box, were all linked together on a 

communications bus. When it appeared to the aircrew that Box C failed, it was in 

fact a failure in Box D that had sent bad data to Box C, where the onboard 

diagnostics indicated the failure of Box C.  Box C was replaced and sent to the 

Depot for repair, and a new Box C installed, but it failed on the next flight. This 

continued filling the supply pipeline with Box Cs,  until in desperation Box D was 

replaced.   A whole new class of failures had been identified. 

One Final Important Lesson  

Even though my tenure as the Chief of the Cat III Test and Evaluation Team was 

cut short by my Command and Staff assignment, I learned one valuable lesson that 

stuck with me through out the rest of my Air Force and retirement career.  When a 



computer programmer tells you the program you want written cannot be done, it 

only means that they do not know how to do it.  The two Captain computer 

programers assigned to the Cat III Test Force were very capable, but they once told 

me the analysis program I wanted was impossible to produce. Later the senior 

enlisted programer, a Master Sergeant with years of experience slipped in to my 

office, and asked of he could speak frankly. Sure!  “Sir, when the Captain said it 

could not be done, it really means he does not know how to do it.”  That was on  a 

Friday afternoon and the following Monday the Master Sergeant came by my 

office with the completed analysis routine.  Through out my career, that bit of 

insight came in handy multiple times as I went on to deal with the introduction of 

digital computers and software into weapon systems.  

It Was All in the Numbers 

The methods and analysis developed by the Cat III Team validated the Cat III 

testing process and the need for field level evaluations.  On 1 July 1972, the 

Category III Test and Evaluation Operating Location was upgraded to the 4201st 

Test Squadron, reporting to SAC’s Director of Operations.  See the orders at the 

end of  this article.  After 1,812 sorties, totaling 8,802 flying hours, the testing was 

finally complete. I have no idea how many reams of computer paper the team used, 

or how many hours they spent analyzing printouts, but in the end Cat III testing 

was all in the numbers.  

Russell Steele AF/LtCol (Retired) 


